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NEW HAVEN HOSPITAL
Report of

The General

Hospital Society

of Connecticut
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Year

r
■&o

Ending

June 30

1924

The

legal title of the Corporation is "The General Hospital Society of
The use of the name "The New Haven Hospital" is also

Connecticut".
authorized.

FORM OF

BEQUEST.

give and bequeath to the General Hospital Society of Connecticut in
the City of New Haven, the sum of
I

dollars.

REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS
OF THE

General

Hospital Society

of Connecticut

THE NINETY-SEVENTH REPORT

FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1924

Presented at the Annual

Meeting, July,

**

THE WILSON H. LEE CO.
1924

1924

Rules for the Admission of Patients

for the admission of

Applications
ting Office

Cedar Street,

on

on

patients will

week

be received at the Admit

days between the

hours of 9 A.M.

and 5 P.M.

Emergency and
Each

stating

recent accident

the nature and

of the

Superintendent

accordance with the
the

cases

applicant should present

according

Applications

will be admitted at any hour.

letter from
of the

probable duration
New

Haven

regulations

Hospital,

of the

the Executive

representative of

admission

a

reputable physician

a

disease, addressed

to the

In

Haven, Conn.

New

Hospital, the Superintendent,

Committee, will

as

arrange the terms of

to the circumstances.

from

a

distance should be made in advance

by

the attend

ing physician.
The

charge

per week for accommodation in the wards is

includes medical and

special

formulae and

Private
limited

room

rates range from

semi-private

City patients

contagious

are

$17.50 which

surgical attendance together with medicines, except
serums, special nursing and personal laundry.
$49.00

to

There is

$98.00 per week.

a

service at $28.00 per week.

room

received in the

general wards

wards at $21.00 per week.

The

at

$10.00

charge

per

week; in the

to outside towns is

$17.50 in the general wards and $21.00 in the Isolation Pavilion.
Soldiers enrolled

on

the State quota in the Civil and

Spanish

wars,

or

in

the quotas of other States, if residents of Connecticut at the time of enlist

ment, and

now

residents,

are

Sailors whose support is
admitted
Insane

on an

patients

are

on an

order from

for from the marine hospital fund
Physician of the Port of New Haven.

provided

order of the

as State patients
Hospital Fund.

admitted

the Executive Officer of the Soldiers'

not admitted.

are
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tPrevious to the amendment of the constitution of the General Hospital
Society in 1919, persons contributing at any one time $1,000 became vicepresidents for life; contributors of $500, life directors; contributors of $50,
life members; and contributors of $25, members for ten years.
The Act
of March 20, 1919, omitted the class of life directors and provided that con
tributors of $500 should be life members; of $25, annual members.
Those
enumerated in the list as life directors are, therefore, those who qualified
before the amendment of 1919.
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Report

of the Directors

(The following report of the Executive Committee was adopted
Society as the report of the Directors.)

and transmitted to the
To the Board

of Directors of

the

General

Hospital Society

of

Connecticut:
This has been

very active year,

a

you will note from the

as

report of the Superintendent, which

statistics

appended

shows

increase of 819 in the total number of

to the

patients admitted
daily average
number of
was correspondingly higher.
In the Private
Pavilion there was a daily average of twenty-two patients and it
is the hope that this number will be increased to the point where
an

and treated

the

during
patients

course

of the year.

the Private Pavilion will be able to take
and later be able to

pected,

the

serve as a source

opening

care

of

of this unit has

The

of all of its expenses
As we all ex

revenue.

temporarily

thrown

con

siderable expense on the Hospital.
The financial statement for
the Hospital is shown later and reflects a final deficit of $2,276.61
for the year.
As the Directors

question
teaching

know,

we

took up with President Angell the
Hospital because of its

of the additional cost to the
expenses.

this matter

—

Angell quite willing to discuss
agreed with us that any additional cost to
of teaching activities ought to be met by the

We found Mr.

in fact he

the

Hospital because
University in some way. Since then the additional cost to the
Hospital, not only because of its connection with the School of

Medicine but also because of its connection with the School of

Nursing, makes the question a pressing one. Mr. Angell has been
ill during this year and because of this we have refrained from
pressing the matter to a conclusion, but shall take the matter up
again in the fall when he is able to do so.
It is necessary to call the attention of the Directors to the fact
that the Annual Guarantee Fund expires on June 30th, 1925, at

which time the money coming from this source must be replaced,
It seems
or the expenses of the Hospital reduced accordingly.

quite improbable

to

us

that the Guarantee Fund

can

be renewed

GENERAL HOSPITAL SOCIETY.
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is
The New Haven Hospital, in our opinion,
in any large way.
the psychology
Nevertheless,
Haven.
of
New
the leading charity
of the situation is not right for the raising of another large guar
the New
antee fund in addition to the money now contributed by
It will, therefore, be necessary for us
Chest.
Haven

Community

University the question of the additional
Hospital caused by its teaching connections.

to take up with the
to the

It has been intimated to

might

not pay

over

$50,000.00 which they

priated by
Hospital.

the

are

us

that the General Education Board
after the coming year the

University
now paying,

and which is

being

appro

expenses of the
about, it would make another

University towards the teaching

If this should

situation for

us

the

to

cost

come

to consider.

The William Wirt Winchester Memorial Hospital is still operated
by the Government under the Veterans' Bureau. The option held
by the Government expires June 30th, 1926, at which time it is
probable that the Endowment Fund for the operation of this
Hospital will be upwards of $2,000,000. It seems to us we are
under obligations now to consider the question of operating this
Hospital not later than the middle of 1926, and with this end in
view, we suggest that the Government be asked to either purchase
the present Hospital property at a fair price or make arrange
ments to take its work elsewhere at the expiration of its option
so that we
may begin to operate the Hospital under our trust.
It is our opinion that if the Government purchases this Hospital,
we should proceed to erect one
perhaps not as elaborate as the
one we now have
but one which could be operated well within
—

—

the income of
many beds

our

Endowment, and that

as we can

take

care

of within

we

should open about as
income.
Mrs. Win

our

chester gave us this money in trust for this
purpose of taking care
of the tuberculous people of New Haven and
vicinity, and now
that the war has been over for a number of
years, it seems to us the

Government

can

well make

provisions

so

that

we

may

Of course, under the
carry out our obligations.
if the Government prefers to build somewhere in

place

ing,
be

we

no

should expect to

suffering

or

give it sufficient time

inconvenience caused by

so

our

proceed

to

circumstances,
of

purchas

that there would

taking

over

the

property.

During the year, we have received from the executor of the will
of Mary E. Scranton the sum of
$1,000 as a
further payment

on
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one-seventeenth interest in her

residuary

On December 1st, the sum of $8,900 was received from
the Executor of the will of Sarah M. Deane as 89 per cent, of the
estate.

legacy given by the 19th Article of her will

to establish "The

Deane Free Bed".

On December 18th, the sum of $2,000
received from the executor of the will of Mary E. Scranton

was
as a

further payment on account of the Hospital one-seventeenth
interest in her residuary estate.
This is an addition to the Unre
stricted Endowment Fund.
was

On

January 23rd, the sum of $5,000
Jennings ($2,500 from

received from Mr. and Mrs. Oliver G.

each)

as a

special fund,

the income to be used for the

care

of sick

nurses.

Friends of the Hospital generously contributed $11,820 toward
furnishing the Private Pavilion. This much needed assistance
helped greatly to make that unit attractive and complete in every
detail. We wish to express our appreciation of this help and to
gratefully acknowledge also the numerous gifts and attentions to
patients and hospital personnel at Thanksgiving, Easter, Christ
mas and on other occasions by friends of the Hospital.
The reports of the Superintendent, the chiefs of the various
services and the auditors, giving a number of details of the Hos
pital's activities, follow.

Respectfully submitted,
ISAAC M. ULLMAN,
THOMAS W. FARNAM,
JAMES T. MORAN,
FRED T.

MURPHY,

FREDERICK H. WIGGIN,
Executive Committee.
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THE

TO

FURNISHINGS

OF

PAVILION.
Dr. Arthur N.

Ailing.

Miss Anne H. Bennett
Kir.

Eugene

Bennett.

Mr. Winchester Bennett.

Mrs. Elizabeth W. Berrien.
Mr. Charles F. Bliss.
Mrs. Frederick F. Brewster.
Miss Jane C. Bronson.
Mrs. Nathan S. Bronson.
Dr.

Margaret

L. Bronson.

Prof. Edward S. Dana.

Miss Maria T. Dana.
Miss Caroline E.

Dudley.

Eastern Machinery Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry F.
Prof.

Henry

English.

W. Farnam.

Mr. William W. Farnam.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Fenn.
Prof.

Irving Fisher.
Mrs. Alfred Mitchell.

Mr.

James T. Moran.
Mr. Charles H. Nettleton.
Mr. Charles S. Palmer.
Mr. Louis M. Sagal.
Mr. Henry B. Sargent.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac M. Ullman.
Mr. Eli Whitney.
The

Whitney-Blake

Co.

THE

PRIVATE

Report
To the Directors

of the Board of Visitors

of the General Hospital Society of Connecticut:

Your Board of Visitors feel that under the present and efficient
management of the Hospital they are more or less a piece of past
history; yet some of us have visited the Hospital with regularity
and observed the continued

changes for the better.
again the Dispensary and Out-Patient Depart
ment and are pleased to note that New Haven is taking the lead in
the State in showing what can be done for the unfortunate sick
people under intelligent and sympathetic management.
The outstanding thing which we continually observe is the
co-operation between the patients and the staff. We no longer
listen to a series of complaints but hear much in commendation
and gratitude for what has been done. What the public desires
and has a right to know is that any patient who enters the Hospital
is receiving the treatment which his or her case demands in accord
with modern scientific knowledge, and also that this is done in a
spirit which calls forth the right spirit in the patient. Our obser
We commend

vation leads

us

to believe that

on

the whole these two essential

done in the New Haven

Hospital.
unfailing courtesy which we and
all visitors have received from the Superintendent and physicians
things

are

being

We should also commend the

and

nurses.

For the

Committee,

Charles O. Scoville.

Superintendent's Report
To the Executive Committee

May
Haven

of

the Board

of Directors :

I submit to you a discussion of the activities of the New
For conven
for the year ending June 30, 1924.

Hospital

ience, the several major topics

are

taken up in the

following

order:

Hospital Service.

1.
2.

Financial Considerations.

3.

Plan of

4.

Role of the

Development.
Hospital in the Community and Educational
Program.
During the year just closed the Hospital cared for a daily
average of 220 patients compared with a daily average of 185
during the previous year. The increase occurred largely in the
private and semi-private services. Other statistical figures of
interest

are as

follows :
1922-23 1923-24 Increase

Patients remaining June 30th
Admissions (exclusive of emergencies)
Births

Emergency patients
Total number treated

Daily average census
Average stay (in days)
Total patient days

176

226

4,508

5,066

254

291

1,016
5,953

1,239
6,772

185
13 .7

67,646

Ambulance calls

955

The Private Pavilion was opened in
become an invaluable asset to the

50
558
37
223
819
35

'220
13 2

79,013
1,035

11,367
§0

September, 1923, and has

Hospital although,

as

expected,

it has not been utilized to full
capacity during the period. The
facilities and services in it have attracted favorable
comment and
we feel that this unit has an
important future in the program of the
Hospital and should become a big asset. After the
opening of the
Private Pavilion, the rooms in North were
converted into semiprivate units and these facilities have been overtaxed
throughout
the year, indicating that there is
pressing need for a moderatepriced hospital service for a much larger group of the
community
than we are now serving.
There has been
and

surgical

having

been

a
heavy demand upon our operating, accident
throughout the year, our accident-room service
particularly heavy. We have established one unit

units

GENERAL

devoted
has

entirely

proved
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surgical conditions in
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children and this
and desirable.

plan

We

are

special unit for surgical tuberculosis
in children which should open a large opportunity for helpful work
in this important field.
During the course of the year we were
called upon to care for an unusual number of patients with
scarlet fever.
The Hospital may well feel proud of the fact that
the first clinical applications of the new anti-scarlatinal serum were
made in this Hospital with strikingly favorable results.
The
development of this method of treating scarlet fever is undoubtedly
one of monumental importance.
Members of the medical staff
have been active in contributing to the recent advance in the
treatment of diabetes with insulin (iletin) and their work with
patients in the hospital and clinic has brought relief to a number
suffering from this disease, some of whom were previously quite
incapacitated. The Pediatric Staff of the Hospital has been taking
an active part in a community demonstration of the control of
rickets and has been in charge of the professional activities of the
Snug Harbor Baby Hospital which is being conducted by us with
funds supplied by the Woman's Seaman's Friend Society.
The
Day Camp at the William Wirt Winchester Hospital was con
ducted several months during the summer of 1923 and will be
opened again July 1, 1924. This work is a step in the right direc
now

making plans

to conduct

a

tion and should be extended into

a

real contribution in the pre
through the active super

vention of juvenile and adult tuberculosis

vision and treatment of children who have been in direct contact
with the disease in the home.
It is

gratifying to us who are actively engaged in the details of
Hospital work to see an increasing number of difficult problems
in diagnosis and treatment being referred to our staff, for it means
that physicians in the community are calling upon us to help in
the

Every effort should be made to foster
healthy, cordial relationship between the staff and
Both groups are working on essen
the local medical profession.
tially the same problems and have much to contribute to the work
In fact, the success of the Hospital's role in the
of each other.
health program of the community as well as indirectly in medical
education is proportionate, within certain limits, to the develop
ment of a sympathetic, helpful attitude on the part of the local
some

the

of these situations.

growth

of

a

—

—

medical

profession.
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have
Our relationships with the newspapers during the past year
been most cordial and on every occasion we have found them
On
and collectively most fair and co-operative.

individually
frequent occasions they

have carried news items, sometimes of a
confidential and delicate character.with the greatest consideration

for the
The

patient
general

and the

Hospital.

financial situation of the

year has been

previous

continued into the present and with the additional load of the
Private Pavilion and an increase of twenty percent, in the number
of
to

have had to exercise close

patients, we
keep within

our

scrutiny

over

expenses

income, although it has been necessary

to

expenditures for repairs and replacement
of worn out equipment.
These items have included replace
ments in the X-ray Department, kitchen and laundry, build
ing repairs, repairs and painting of the nurses' home, re-equipment
of some of the wards and utility rooms and a number of items of
this character.
A good deal more must still be done to put the
plant in good running order and it is our hope that during the
course of the coming year we shall be able to
replace more of the
worn-out equipment.
A summary of the financial condition compared with the previous
It is particularly
year shows the items of expense and income.
interesting to notice the increase of about $44,000 in free work
rendered by the Hospital to the community of New
Haven; the
make

a

number of

actual cost of this free work

was

close to

$300,000.00 for the

1922-23

Operating Expenses
Income from patients
Free Work
Supplementary Income
Deficit

An

analysis

T
income

of the
_

,

from

$433,160.05
178,263.55
254,896.50
253,128.18
1,768.32

Supplementary

83
261 669 62
298'694 21
296 417 60

2|276.61

Income is of interest:
1922-23

J

Endowments,

Funds and Free Beds
Annual Guarantee Fund
Community Chest
Yale Appropriation
State Appropriation

year.

1923-24

$560,363

$ 75,647.59
56,052.25
15,000.00*
50,000.00

1923-24

$ 85 838 38

53'573'75
30'00000
54 905 53

50o'oO

40,000.00

37
a'.ouu.uu

MInc°me

6,133.21
10,295.13

5,744 41

28!s55:53

_Total

$253,128.18

$296,417.60

Connecticut

Training

Miscellaneous

*six months.

School
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was

much stronger than it was at the close of the previous fiscal year.
On June 30, 1923, the Hospital owed the special funds accounts

payable $50,511.94;

at the close of the

present year this item

was

absent except for the rent for the William WirtWinchester Hospital
which was not paid by the government until the middle of July.

Another

point

of interest is the

close of the fiscal year,

comparison of inventories. At the
June 30, 1923, this figure stood at $36,063.84

and at the close of the last year it was $20,374.41.
There is always a good deal of discussion among

hospital people
capita cost and it can be said that a figure of per capita
cost has no significance unless all the items entering into the figure
are analyzed.
The usual method of arriving at a per capita cost
is to divide the total operating expenses by the total number of
patient days. It is obvious that it is necessary to know the detail

about per

which goes to make up both the dividend and the divisor in the
equation which gives this figure. This applies particularly to

hospitals having unusual items of operating expense such as are
teaching hospitals or in those carrying activities not
devoted alone to the care of patients.
The gross per capita cost
of this Hospital is figured on total operating expenses which include
a number of teaching expenses as well as a certain number of ex
penses of the New Haven Dispensary, for both of which items the
Hospital receives reimbursement. The Hospital also shows a
relatively low occupancy due in large part to features associated
with the type of staff and ward organization which is in use here.
With allowances for these several factors, the net per capita cost
compares favorably with other first-class hospitals rendering ser
vices comparable with those here.
Elsewhere in this report is attached a plot plan of the develop
ment of the Hospital which has been worked out during the past
found in

year and

a

half.

This has been done

so

that additions to and

changes in the present plant may be made in keeping with an
The attempt has been made to conserve
ultimate general outline.
space for possible future needs even though the immediate situation
might be somewhat better served by other plans. We have had
in mind, also, the advisability of keeping the active service units
as much condensed as possible, consistent with the diversified
activities for which provisions must be made.

GENERAL HOSPITAL
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far

as

provide
general theory of the plan has been
and to reserve space tor
practical for the service units on one side
mam hospital
on the other side of the
any future out-patient unit
center those activ
axis at the center, attempting to place near the
ities such as record room, pharmacy, X-ray, cystoscopy, physio
to

The

as

and discharge offices
therapy, electrocardiography, admitting
the needs of
clinical laboratories, emergency unit, etc., which serve
as bed patients.
the ambulatory sick and healthy individuals as well
it is neces
Owing, however, to the present building arrangement,

reservation for the out

plan both the service units and the
side of the
patient development on the same (Howard Avenue)
main axis, placing the former units approximately in the situation
of the present North Ward, arranging the first floor to permit later
of corridor connections to the out-patient department which may
sary to

ultimately be constructed

on

Howard Avenue.

neglected phases of hospital work is proper
provision for independent persons of moderate means in the nature
of low-cost, so-called semi-private facilities.
Owing to the pressing
demand for such facilities now provided in North, this unit should
not be torn down without provisions being made at the same time
for at least as many, preferably more, semi-private beds, which
could advantageously be combined in the same building which
One of the most

houses the service units.

North of the center of the Hospital has been outlined a quadran
gular development of medicine and pediatrics indicated only in a
general way for laboratories, departmental offices, amphitheatre,
general wards, contagious diseases and possibly a unit for tuber
culosis.
South of the center of the main plant has been designated
in a rough way a group of units for surgery, gynecology and obstet
rics, with their appropriate laboratories, offices, operating rooms,
museum, amphitheatre, emergency ward and other adjuncts. The
nurses' home may later serve as a dormitory for employees and the
area at the corner of Congress and Howard Avenues has remained
undesignated, although consideration has been given to developing
there

a

modern nurses' home.

Other elements in the program such

psychiatric pavilion and a building for the School of Nursing
not included in this plot plan which presents
only the hospital

as a
are

block.
Time and

resources

will indicate the sequence of the
provide for an ultimate

program and this outline will

building
hospital

GENERAL

capacity
there is

of

no
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six hundred beds, for which number, however,
now.
The urgent needs of the moment

need in evidence

general service unit, for adequate semi-private services
facilities for employees. Preliminary plans have
already been drawn for the service unit and the semi-private
facilities and it is earnestly hoped that during the course of the year
are

and for

a

housing

progress in materializing this much needed development will be
Some of the most perplexing problems of the Hospital
seen.

the

employees and the Hospital will

not be able to employ
advantage or to secure the benefit of high-grade
reasonably adequate, easily supervised living
quarters are provided. The present quarters are highly unsatis
factory from every point of view.
In emphasizing the needs of a general service unit, facilities
for semi-private patients and for better housing facilities for
hospital personnel, we have not lost sight of other needs. Ade
quate community work can not be done until we have a modern
out-patient service closely integrated with the hospital and
laboratory services. There is now a general recognition that the
clinic for ambulatory patients and for health examinations is like
wise invaluable in medical and nurse training. The present
surgical laboratories are hopelessly unsatisfactory. There is much

concern

such groups to
personnel until

need of better facilities for obstetrics and for extensive rehabilita
tion

of

the

present medical wards.

The financial problems
provisions for maintenance
of the units mentioned require no emphasis.
Of at least equal
importance both from the standpoint of community service and
medical education, however, is the need of securing adequate
income from community sources, revenue from patients, endow
ments and other income for current uses and for extending free and
part-pay treatment to needy patients.
Most of these problems of construction and finance can be solved
in time but the Hospital will be able to realize its great opportunities
only if all the groups in contact with the Hospital program retain a
clear understanding of the diversified responsibilities which the
Hospital is called upon to meet. The first and always the para
A
mount of these relates to the care of and attention to patients.
hospital which aims to secure the highest degree of community
opinion must at all times be prepared to guarantee that every
patient coming to the hospital will receive only the most modern

represented

in the construction and
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by
accepted methods of diagnosis and treatment administered
and expe
personnel peculiarly fitted by previous training
instance.
rience to carry out the procedures indicated in each given
should
The psychology of the incoming patient and his family
such service is to be
that
assurance
of
be
one
complete
always
as much
rendered. No detail of the Hospital activities receives
believe that this
scrupulous attention as this feature and we
com
attention is being reflected in a growing confidence of the
in
our
work.
munity
Identified with and ramifying from the Hospital contact with
individual patients is a large number of problems grouped under
These matters involve
the term "community relationships".
various
questions of local medical practice, of cooperation with
and social work, of
groups identified with community health
legislative rulings, of community financing and other problems
This Hospital has long been identified
of this general character.
with and supported for the best type of community service and if it
is to carry forward its traditional policy, it will remain an organiza
There is every reason to believe
tion devoted to those objects.
that such a policy will continue to receive the moral and financial

and

skilled

support of New Haven.

Probably no
phases

with all

organization is more intimately in contact
diagnosis, treatment, control and prevention
hospital and we as an organization are making

health
of the

of disease than is

a

every effort to contribute to a betterment of the health conditions
of this community.
The intelligent diagnosis, treatment and after

of patients are often in as large a measure dependent upon an
understanding of the home and family conditions as they are upon
a proper medical diagnosis and skillful medical care.
The Hospital
in order to play its role in the community health program of New
Haven, must be able to interpret these factors and to aid patients
in making adjustments to them.
The incompleteness of the
success of many of our community health efforts is due to our
failure to look upon disease problems and prevention in their en
tirety. If real progress is to be made it will be in the direction of
an appreciation of the broad
community relationships of disease
control and prevention and in the training of
practising physicians,
care

and other types of personnel with an appreciation of the
various ramifications of illness which may present themselves
in
individual sick patients.
Eighty to ninety per cent, of students
nurses
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studying medicine intend to practice their profession in some form.
It is perfectly obvious then that the best atmosphere in which they
may secure a training which would fit them for the greatest useful
ness

in their future life-work would be in

true

relationships

to

community

a

hospital

conceived in its

health work and medical

practice.
equally obvious that there should be no conflict between the
policy of a hospital so conceived and a medical school devoted to
the training of professional men and women.
The New Haven
Hospital, through its affiliation with Yale University, serves as the
teaching hospital for the University School of Medicine and this
affiliation opens to the Hospital a great opportunity to contribute
At the same time
to the training of professional health workers.
the Hospital derives great advantage and benefit from the highgrade group of medical men and women on the faculty of this
University School and there can be no doubt but that both the
University and the Hospital secure great mutual advantages.
While it is necessary for practical purposes to distinguish the com
munity service and educational phases of the Hospital program,
it would be a grave error indeed not to consider them as merely
different phases of a single joint program, with these two major
phases of the Hospital program supported by income from patients,
from community philanthropy and from University sources in
direct proportion to the demands made by each upon the Hospital.
The recent inauguration of the Yale School of Nursing is another
development of the educational phase of the Hospital program and
while presenting some problems new to hospital nursing, offers a
great opportunity to contribute to the field of nurse training. The
plan of training proposed by the school centers in the family and
the home as the unit of health work, which is in complete harmony
with the Hospital's conception of its relationship to the community
as expressed in terms of family health problems.
The theory is
sound, and we are now attempting to work out the practical
It is

details.

growth of community consciousness in matters
brought into existence a large number of
organizations of every description attempting to meetvarious phases
Not only has the total cost of
of the whole community problem.
these various activities reached formidable proportions but there
It has
has developed competition, duplication and confusion.
been felt for some time that this Hospital, linked so intimately as
The great recent

of health and relief has
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community health and

nursing education, and representing

one

medical
largest benefi

those of

of the

contrib
community philanthropy, might be able to
of
something toward this whole question of the relationships
situation
community health and relief organizations. With this
in mind, we are working out a system of clearing many of our
problems to the proper agency in the community, to those groups
who are already dealing with other phases of a given family problem
we
or who are in a position to better serve a given situation than
ciaries of local

ute

are.

This is

duplication

a

move

aimed at the elimination of unnecessary
personnel and toward better service at

of effort and

brings the hospital group into closer contact with
problems, and the outside agency into a clearer
realization of the large fraction of community problems directly or
indirectly associated with illness and disability. It is possible that
this move may be of significance to other communities who are
faced with similar problems of duplication, confusion and overorganization.
a

lower cost ; it

community

Even

a

health

brief statement of the various functions in which the

Hospital participates
upon it.

indicates the

It is inevitable that

with each other

some

complexity

of demands made

of these should be in conflict

require resources beyond those available. The
essentially sound, and time, patience and
resources will permit the Hospital to make not alone an
important
contribution to local health and community efforts but one of
significance in a much larger sense.
The regular hospital statistics and various reports follow.
program

as

a

or

whole is

Respectfully submitted,
WILLARD C.

RAPPLEYE,

Superintendent.
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COMPARATIVE STUDY.

Daily
Year

of attendants

215
210
224
234

218
241
276
263
327
329
339
338
362
360
420

1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924

185
220

*Based

per person.

$14.71

total operating expenses,
reimbursed.

on

cost

of food

Weekly cost
per patient.

and others.

211
210
186
189
184

hospital is

Daily

average

Daily average
of patients

$.33

15.90
15.55
17.94
24.00
36.90
41.42*
41.09*
42.21*

.32
.33
.41
.52
.69
.60
.44

44.88*
45.82*

.47
.46

.44

items for

including

which

the

PATIENTS ADMITTED BY MONTHS.

July
August
September
October
November
December.

..

.

.

.

January

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

....

.

.

....

.

.

1922-23

1923-24

382
371
369
372
372
347
406

386
380
401
432
441

3S5
475

February.

.

.

.

March

April
May
June
Total

.

.

.

.

.

..

..

.

.

.

.

1923-23

1923-24

394
434
434
476
405

445
498
4S6

4,762

5,357

501
527
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Allingtown
Ansonia

24
185

SOCIETY.

1, 1923,

TO

JUNE 30, 1924.

Montowese

Moodus

"

2
1

Avon

1

Beacon Falls

3

Mystic
Naugatuck

Berlin

1

New Britain

8

Bethany

3

New Canaan

2

Branford

92

New Haven

Bridgeport

26

New London

10

Bristol

C

New Milford

3

Canaan

4

New Preston

Centerbrook

1

Niantic

Cheshire

13

North Branford

15

3,430

1
1
12
2

Clinton

8

Northford

Clintonville

4

North Guilford

Colchester

1

North Haven

Cornwall

1

Norwalk

1

Cromwell

5

Norwich

5

Danbury
Deep River
Derby

5

Oakville

4

Orange

3
18

Plainville

3

Devon

1

Plantsville

4

Durham

4

Rockville

2

East Haddam

2

3

East

1

Saybrook
Seymour

1

Scotland

Hampton

East Hartford
East Haven

47

1
41

45

East River

J

Shelton

41
1

28

Essex

3

Fairfield

1

Simsbury
Southbury
Southington

Falls

Village
Farmington

2

South Manchester

1

1

South Norwalk

2

Forrestville
Groton

1

Storrs

8

i

Stratford

Guilford

34

Hamden

195

Hartford

16

Torrington
Wallingford
Washington
Waterbury

Higganum
Killingworth

3

Watertown

Litchfield

1

Westbrook

Lyme

1

West Haven

Madison

Manchester
Meriden

j

33
1
43

Middlebury

1

Middletown

5

Milford

SS

Willimantic

Woodbridge
Woodbury
Outside of Connecticut
Total Admissions

2
1
11

5

13

2S9
1

51
4

g

290
2
12
2
94

5,357
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Report
To the

of the

Department

Superintendent:

The medical service of the New Haven

pleted
1921.

in

of Medicine

Hospital

has

now com

its third year under the University plan instituted in July,
The staff organization adopted at that time and described

previous reports has proved satisfactory and will be continued

The fundamental basis of the plan is the belief
for the present.
that members of the staff should be provided with an opportunity
to

come

into contact with all types of patients admitted to the
in order that their experience in the field

hospital and dispensary

of internal medicine may be as broad as possible.
In order to
requirement the service has been divided into three

meet this

parts,

—

the Gifford

or

general medical service,

the isolation

or

infectious disease sendee, and the dispensary or ambulatory ser
vice.
Members of the staff rotate in turn through these services
for definite

portions of each year. Of almost equal importance in
recognition of the fact that there are certain fields
of internal medicine which require more specialized training,
particularly with respect to therapeutics. In order to meet this
need various members of the staff have been given the responsi
bility of directing and supervising the care of particular groups
of patients whether in the wards or in the dispensary, thus main
taining a continuity which is essential if the patients are to receive
the

plan

is the

the best treatment available.

Thus, Dr. Peters with the assistance

of Dr.

the

Bulger

has

supervised

care of patients with metabolic
diseases, Dr. Stadie with the assistance of Dr. Martin and in
cooperation with Dr. Morton of the surgical service has directed
the treatment of patients with thyroid disease, Dr. Marvin has
supervised the care of patients with heart disease, Dr. Fox has taken
charge of the patients with syphilis, and Dr. Trask in conjunction
with Dr. Guy of the pediatric service has
developed and conducted
a clinic for
allergic diseases, while the interest of the Physician-in-

Chief is especially in the field of infectious diseases.
There are
doubtless other fields which might
profitably be developed but the
size of the staff limits further expansion.
It would furthermore
appear

more

important

at the present to

strengthen the existing
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subdivisions by the addition of
in

a

position

to assume the

members of the staff

Supplementing
pensary

are

younger assistants who

responsibility of direction

called away to other

the clinical work

on

and

now

nature.

positions.
thoroughly

large amount of routine work of a
chemical laboratory under the direction

conduct
The

be

the wards and in the dis

the laboratories of the service have been

developed
diagnostic

will

if older

a

of Dr. Peters not only does the routine analyses for the medical
service, but also a considerable amount of outside work. In addi
tion it does

nearly all the routine urine and blood examinations
private and semi-private patients of all services and also
examines specimens sent in from the outside.
The bacteriological
laboratory under the direction of Dr. Trask does all the bacteriolo
gical and immunological work of the service except the Wassermann
and colloidal gold tests.
In last year's report it was pointed out that although the number
of hospital beds on the service were adequate, their occupancy was
frequently low. While at the present there are no definite figures
for the medical service available there has been a definite improve
In
ment during the past year which it is hoped will continue.
general the types of disease admitted to the hospital have been the
same.
The service is active, the period of hospitalization not
unduly long. The greatest difficulties are met in the case of
patients with the minor psychiatric complaints and in those who
require a prolonged convalescence without the necessity of con
tinued hospitalization.
The personnel of the staff has been about the same as in the
preceding year except for the usual changes in the interne group.
Dr. A. B. Dayton who has been away for a year in China returned
to us.
Dr. Ralph K. Collins became Resident Physician at the
beginning of the year. Dr. Kirby A. Martin joined the staff as an
Assistant Resident Physician and Dr. B. R. Harris at the com
pletion of his interneship became Assistant Resident Physician.
for the

The first loss from the senior staff occurred late in the year when
Dr. William C. Stadie resigned to accept a position in the Depart
ment of

The

Research Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania.
of various problems related to the nature,

investigation

diagnosis and treatment

of disease has been carried

on

actively
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the year.

titles of papers

The

published by
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completed

work is indicated

by the

various members of the staff :

Amebic Dysentery in Connecticut.
Proc. Conn. State Med. Soc, 1923.

(F. G. Blake.)

Treatment of Scarlet Fever with Scarlatinal
Antistreptococcus Serum.
Am.
Med.
Ass., 1924, lxxxii.
J.
(F. G. Blake, J. D. Trask, Jr., and J. F. Lynch.)

Observations

on

the

Studies of the Carbon Dioxide Absorption Curve of Human Blood.
III. A Further Discussion of the Form of the Absorption Curve
plotted logarithmically, with a Convenient Type of Interpolation
Chart.
J. Biol. Chem., 1923, Ivi.
(John P. Peters).
IV. The Relation of the Hemoglobin Content of Blood to the Form of
the Carbon Dioxide Absorption Curve.
J. Biol. Chem., 1924, lviii.
(John P. Peters, Harold A. Bulger and Anna J. Eisenman.)
V.

Absorption Curve from One Ob

The Construction of the C02
served Point.

J. Biol. Chem., 1924, vol. lviii.
(John P. Peters, Harold A. Bulger

and Anna

J. Eisenman.)

VI. The Relationship of the C02 of Blood to that of Plasma.
J. Biol. Chem., 1924. lviii.
(John P. Peters, Harold A. Bulger and Anna J. Eisenman.)
Melanuria without Melanosarcoma.
Arch, of Inter. Med., 1923.
(John P. Peters).

(Report of

The Thermodynamic Relations of the Oxygen
Properties of Blood.
J. Biol. Chem., 1924, lx.
(William C. Stadie and Kirby A. Martin.)

An Unusual Example of Paroxymal
ing of Rate. Heart, 1923, x.
(Harold M. Marvin.)

a

case.)

and Base- Combining

Tachycardia

with Gradual Slow

The Surgical Treatment of Adherent Pericardium.
Am. Med. Asso., 1924, vol. 82.
(Harold A. Marvin and Samuel C. Harvey.)

J.

Observation on the Kahn Precipitation Reaction for
Syphilis
Amer. Jour, of Syphilis, 1923, vii.
(James C. Fox).

Respectfully submitted,
Francis G. Blake,

Physician-in-Chief.

Report

of the

Department of Obstetrics
Gynecology

and

To the

Superintendent:

I herewith submit the report of the Department of Obstetrics
Gynecology for the year 1923-24.
With the beginning of the present hospital year several changes

and

have been made in the personnel of the staff. Dr. Margaret Tyler
has been made Chief of the Dispensary Clinic.
She will be present

in the clinic

personally

excepting

see

all

one

patients

every morning of the week and will
who are referred from other clinics for

day

consultation and those who
It is

are

to enter the wards for treatment.

belief that the

regular presence of the same physician will
go far toward providing a better organization and building up the
dispensary attendance. The Head of the Department will also be
available for consultation at a stated hour once weekly.
our

Dr. Emerson L. Stone finished his second year as resident upon
July. He will spend the coming year at the Johns

the first of

Hopkins Hospital. The vacant residency has been filled by the
the appointment of Dr. George E. Cowles, a graduate of the
University of Kansas in 1921. Dr. Cowles has served successively
as an interne and assistant resident in the clinic and has just com
pleted the residency in obstetrics at the Hermann Kiefer Hospital,
Detroit, Michigan. Dr. Crawford Griswold, a graduate of Yale
in 1924, has been appointed assistant resident. Dr. P. J. Vivier,
a graduate of Yale, and Dr. G. B. Granger, a graduate of Harvard,
have been appointed internes.
During the past year the university service has cared for 681
hospital patients. This number is slightly greater than that of
last year, the increase being due chiefly to private patients referred
personally to the Head of the Service. The mortality for the
entire service, as in previous years, has fallen within the limits set
I have previously called attention
for clinics of a similar character.
to the lack of sufficient clinical material on the wards and any dis
cussion of the subject at the present time must be written in the
minor mode. While a sufficient number of beds is available, the
to keep these beds constantly occupied places us under a

inability
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distinct

handicap from

medical students and

HOSPITAL

the

nurses.
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of teaching assistants,
Moreover, the lack of adequate

standpoint

impossible to carry on the upper staff
necessary for the proper instruction of students

clinical material makes it
the number of
and the

men

prosecution

of

investigated

work.

I

am

disinclined to

discuss the situation at the moment, but it is clear that

some

difficulty must be found in the near future.
The opening of the Private Pavilion has added to the responsi
bilities of the senior and junior staffs, due particularly to the care of
obstetrical cases. Experience has taught me that few laymen, in
cluding those who serve as directors of a hospital, appreciate the
responsibility carried by the surgeon, the care necessary and the
hours consumed if this type of patient is to be supervised ade
quately during pregnancy and labor. For a senior full-time staff
of two men and a resident staff of four men to carry the physically
and mentally exhausting burdens imposed upon them by the con
duct of a private practice, to care properly for the ward patients
and those attended upon the outside obstetrical service, and, with
eyelids drooping for lack of sufficient sleep, to attempt to teach
medical students and prosecute investigative work, is out of
question. It is clear, therefore, that if the calls made upon us
increase during the next year, the staffs must be enlarged and
should this decision be reached, the justification for it will be
solution of the

evident.
The

physical equipment of the department is the same as that of
Except for its distance from the department office and
laboratories, West II has proved satisfactory in every way for the
care of gynecological
patients. However, the clinic still has many
needs. The dispensary facilities are workable but
inadequate,
owing to the lack of sufficient space and privacy. Under the
circumstances, I see no remedy for this condition until a new
building is erected. The hospital facilities for caring for obstetrical
patients are not comparable to those offered in our immediate
vicinity by several other non- teaching hospitals. As in previous
reports, I take the opportunity of specifying that a prenatal clinic
promised for the past decade is still lacking, and that there are no
last year.

facilities for the proper isolation of patients
suffering from intra
Because of these and other
deficiencies, and
because of the wide separation of the
laboratories, wards, semiprivate and private rooms, the administration of the
uterine infection.

department

GENERAL

is difficult.

The constant

HOSPITAL

dropping
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of water

finally dissolves

the

hardest

granite, and so the hope persists that a yearly repetition
of the needs of the department will finally cause the purse-strings
of

individual or group of individuals to yield and contribute
enabling the hospital to provide for the care of obstetrical
and gynecological patients such facilities as they deserve.
I may not close this report without expressing my grateful
appreciation of the services of the nurses and of my resident and
laboratory staff, and acknowledging the many courtesies extended
to the department by the hospital administration.
some

funds

Respectfully submitted,
Arthur Morse.

Report
To the

of the

Department

of Pediatrics

Superintendent:

I wish to report the following changes in the staff of this depart
Dr Ruth A. Guy, ranking as Associate Pediatrician,

ment:

resigned

to

become

an

Instructor in Pediatrics in the

Peking

College of Peking, China. Doctor Catherine Dodd,
also an Associate Pediatrician, resigned to take up relief work in
Russia under the auspices of the Society of Friends. Doctor A. M.
Smythe, who completes his interneship in pediatrics on October 1,
1924, will be nominated to the position of Associate Pediatrician
to replace Doctor Guy, and Doctor Samuel Karelitz has been
nominated to the position of Clinical Assistant.
Ward III East, for non-infectious conditions and diseases, has
been kept filled for a large part of the year.
The second floor of
Union Medical

Isolation, devoted

to the care of children with

infectious diseases

has also been

kept fairly full with the exception of a period last
summer and fall and one this past
spring when the incidence of
infectious disease in the community was low. During the winter,
a small epidemic of scarlet fever occurred.
In this epidemic the
Dochez serum was used with great success under the
supervision
of the Department of Medicine. Great success in the treatment
of laryngeal diphtheria was attained through the method of re
moval of membrane from the larynx and trachea
by means of
suction with avoidance of intubation.

This method of treatment,
Hospital, New York
City, has revolutionized the treatment of laryngeal diphtheria

which

originated

and will

at

the Willard

undoubtedly decrease
A very considerable

diphtheria.

attained in infant

as

troubled

a

the

result of

is

from

thought

suited for the

laryngeal

to

have been

care

of infants.

physical difficulties in III East

the spread of upper
from one infant to another.
These
themselves as common colds, sore

through

mortality

success

feeding.
altogether

Ward III East is not

Partly

Parker

we

were

respiratory tract infections
infections, which manifest

throats, inflammations of the
and sometimes go on to the
development of bronchitis or
even pneumonia, are the bane of
hospitals devoted to the care of

ear,

GENERAL

infants.

Last fall

a

HOSPITAL

determined effort
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was

made to

reduce, if

not

entirely to eliminate, these

infections of the upper respiratory tract.
With this end in mind, the use of gowns and masks was made

obligatory

for

doctors and nurses, and for visitors

coming in
patients. The washing of the hands before
approaching a patient was also made obligatory. Although it is
impossible to evaluate the advantages of the isolation treatment
of infants statistically, it is the feeling of both physicians and
nurses that the numbers of upper respiratory tract infections
have been greatly reduced by the means mentioned.
Much needed improvements are in progress in Isolation with
a view to making possible the use of the best technique in safe
guarding the patients there from cross infections. The details of
the improvements will probably be dealt with in the report of
the Superintendent.
It is difficult for lay persons to appreciate the importance of
good nursing in the care of infants and sick children. Without
good nursing the successful care and treatment of infants is
impossible, and the successful care of older children is difficult or
Good nursing, therefore, is the foundation of
at times impossible.
direct contact with

a

successful medical service for infants and sick children.
the event of greatest importance as far as the

ingly,

service is
school for

Accord

pediatric
concerned, has been the advent of the new training
nurses.
Very rapidly the nursing in the pediatric wards

a low level to an extremely high level of
efficiency, so that at present nursing ranks in point of excellence
with the nursing in any other pediatric hospital. Great apprecia
tion is felt for the aid given by Miss Effie J. Taylor, Superintendent

has been raised from

of Nurses, and Miss Annie Goodrich, Dean of the Yale School
of Nursing, on each and every occasion when request was made.
to record the splendid support given by the new
It is a

pleasure
training school in

problems concerning infants and children.
appreciation of the liberal policy
to the admission
adopted by the hospital administration in regard
of sick infants and children to the hospital. So far as I am aware,
has never been denied it
a sick child in need of hospital care
because of inability to pay or for any other reason.
Doctor Ethel
I enclose a report of the Dispensary written by
service.
Pediatric
of
the
in
Dispensary
charge
Dunham, physician
Doctor Dunham's report also includes a brief statement concerning
all

I should also like to express my
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by the pediatric department under her direction
summer and concerning other extra-mural
activities in connection with the pre-school clinics and the infant
welfare clinics managed by the Visiting Nurse Association.
the work done

at

Snug

Harbor last

Respectfully submitted,
E. A. Park.

Report

of the

Department of Pathology
Bacteriology

and

To the

Superintendent:

There have been

no radical
changes in the conduct of the work
Department of Pathology and Bacteriology for
the New Haven Hospital throughout the current year.
The
university reorganization discussed in last year's report has only
theoretically been accomplished because of the physical separation
of the various groups that constitute the new University Depart
ment of Pathology, Bacteriology, and Public Health.
Tentative
plans have been drawn for the extension of the Brady Memorial
Laboratory but it is still problematic when this needed improve
ment will be effected. Until then it will be impossible to materially
change the scope of the work of the Department of Pathology and
Bacteriology for the Hospital.
With the completion of the Sterling Hall of Medicine a few units
in the Brady Laboratory have been vacated and these have been
equipped for more detailed studies in pathology. Through the
generosity of the General Education Board it has been possible

performed by

the

to obtain the funds necessary for the addition to the staff of

Professor in

Associate
whose

appointment

Pathology,

became effective

Dr.
on

an

Raymond G. Hussey,
July 1, 1924, and who

We have also been
valuable addition to the group.
fortunate in securing a senior assistant in Bacteriology, Dr. Minot
will be

a

for the

coming year.
years, the department has continued to co
in the
operate with the various clinical sections of the School
It has con
conduct of the routine and investigative studies.
ducted many examinations both in pathology and bacteriology
J. Crowell,
As in

preceding

for other institutions in New Haven and in

neighboring

cities

as

physicians.
The number of bacteriological and serological examinations has
continued at the rate of approximately 1,000 per month.
the end of this report,
The autopsy statistics, as appended at
well for individual

indicate
year,

an

1923,

increase in the number of autopsies for the current
compared with the number for the preceding two

as
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although the percentage of autopsies has decreased for the
period. There has been an unexplainable decrease in the
number of autopsies as well as the percentage of autopsies for the
years,

same

Such oscillations

six months of 1924.

are

not uncommon, and it

is very unfortunate indeed that so marked a change should have
occurred, since the importance of autopsies cannot be over

emphasized.
TABLE SHOWING PERCENTAGE OF AUTOPSIES.
Total number of

deaths

Percentage of
autopsies

Total number of

autopsies

1917a

131

18

1918

66S

1556

1919

330

99c

1920

374

146d

1921

309

128e

1922

327

118/

1923

402

135g

1924A

205

13.7%
32.2%
29.4%
39.0%
41.4%
37.1%
33.5%
23.4%

48;'
November and

September, October,
December, 1917.
1918, Total number of autopsies, 160, including 5 performed
than New Haven Hospital cases.
c
1919, Total number of autopsies, 105, including 6 performed
than New Haven Hospital cases.
d 1920, Total number of autopsies, 154, including 8 performed
than New Haven Hospital cases.
e
1921, Total number of autopsies, 142, including 14 performed
other than New Haven Hospital cases.
/ 1922, Total number of autopsies, 124, including 6 performed
than New Haven Hospital Cases.
g 1923, Total number of autopsies, 141, including 6 performed
than New Haven Hospital Cases.
h 1924, January through June, 1924.
i 1924, Total number of autopsies, 51,
including 3 performed
a

b

than New Haven

on

other

on

other

on

other

on

other

on

other

on

other

on

other

Hospital Cases.
Milton C.

Winternitz,

Pathologist

and

Bacteriologist.

Report
To the

of the

Department

of

Surgery

Superintendent:

During
the senior

the past year the hospital has been fortunate in retaining
personnel of the previous year, and the only changes

have been the routine

ones

in the house

staff,

which do not

require

further notation.
There has been
cared for,
have been

capacity.
inasmuch

growth in the number of patients
10% increase and the surgical wards
running on an average for the year at about 80-85%
This figure approximates closely a capacity load,
a

normal

approximately

as

a

at times the actual normal and proper number of

beds in the various units is

considerably exceeded. In April, III
surgical ward for children, thus increasing
the number of ward beds in the surgical service to 99, or 59% of
the total ward beddage of the hospital. A study of the census
reports for 6 months, previous to this addition shows that this
service cared on the average for 40% of all patients in the hospital
and the same ratio was true for the clinics in the dispensary.
The house staff is properly proportioned for this load, but con
siderable increase must be made at an early moment in the senior
staff, which is manifestly disproportionate. At the present time
surgeons of maturity with adequate training and the requisite
ability to meet the demands of an active service, to carry on uni
versity teaching, and to be reasonably productive in this field,
who will accept a full time appointment, are not available in
East

was

opened

as

a

sufficient numbers to meet the demand here and elsewhere. Such
must be trained as rapidly as is consonant with thoroughness,
and this, I believe to be one of the major functions of this clinic.
men

In the meanwhile it will be advisable for the hospital to avail
who are
as it has done in the past, of the services of surgeons

itself,

practice outside of it.
In order to retain their services, and to bring men here on the
full time arrangement, it is necessary to provide facilities for
in active

investigation, which are at least commensu
existing elsewhere. This means specifi
construction of a laboratory building to which the

clinical work and for

rate with similar facilities

cally

the
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hoped will be under
conjunction with
this building or elsewhere, at an early date, of office and examining
facilities of which the hospital is at present markedly deficient.
Particularly, in the various branches of surgery, so many high

university

has committed itself and which it is

way this year.

It

specialized types

also the

means

providing

in

of examinations have to be carried out, that it is

aside for these pur
necessary to have certain definite rooms set
and utilization of
poses. A definite policy as to the construction
such facilities needs to be enunciated at

hospital

and

university

may work

once,

conjointly

in order that the

and

definitely toward

their obtainance.

previous reports surgery is not only
operative work in the limited sense
of the term, but also in the application of physical agencies to the
cure of disease.
The use of massage, of active and passive motion,
of baking, and of similar agencies under skilled control was insti
tuted by this department three years ago and has been found an
invaluable asset. The direct application of the various forms of
electricity, the use of hydrotherapy and the "electric bath"
in

As has been pointed out
developing along the lines

of

treatment, all of which

of

are

so

much value in the many forms of
are not available because of

"rheumatism" and chronic anthritis

the lack of space in which to install the necessary appliances. The
of sunlight and the quartz lamp are well established methods

use

of

treating all forms of tuberculosis which come under the surgeon's
supervision, but again largely because of lack of space it is impos
sible to carry this out in any but a desultory fashion. There is a
great opportunity for this class of service in New Haven and the
necessary facilities should be provided.
It would be ungracious to close this report without an acknowl
edgment of the many improvements which have taken place in
the facilities and the services of the hospital. This year in par
ticular, the improvement in the nursing service from the standpoint
of close supervision and efficient administration is notable. It has
been a pleasure also to work in conjunction with the hospital
administration which has been at the same time co-operative and
authoritative.

Respectfully submitted,
Samuel C. Harvey.

Surgeon-in-Chief.

Report
To the

of the

Department

of

Nursing.

Superintendent:

I herewith submit the report of the Department of
Nursing
which includes the 51st annual report of the Connecticut
Training
School for the year ending June 30, 1924.
The classes of the
Connecticut Training School are as follows:

Class 1924

19

Class 1925

15

Class 1926

20

Total enrollment

54

During

the year 93 students were off duty at varying periods
illness, of these 24 were admitted to the hospital

of time because of
for treatment.

Number of
Number of

days
days

lost
lost

by
by

illness

611

leave of absence

209

Total number of days lost

820

care of sick nurses during the past year
inadequate both from point of view of accommo
dations and nursing care but with the possibility of housing most
of the students in the main dormitory and appointing an efficient
residence director or house mother, it is probable that a better
plan can be worked out during the coming year.
May we here express our gratitude to the physicians who have
so thoughtfully, skilfully and co-operatively contributed to the
care of the nurses both when ill in the hospital and in consultation
on health problems.
During the months of July, August and September the adminis
tration of the nursing department continued as during the previous
direction of Miss Dorothy Tarbox, Acting Director
year under the
of the Connecticut Training School for Nurses.

The arrangement for the

has been most
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NEW APPOINTMENTS.
Erne

Carter, R.N.
Russell, R.N.
Augusta Heise, R.N.
Annie Hibbert, R.N.
Anne

J. Taylor.R.N.

Grace

Bertha Harmer, R.N.
Amelia Grant, R.N.

Margaret Carrington, R.N.
Stelling, R.N.

Helen

Carlotta Moody, R.N.

Dorothea Buckner, R.N.
Marguerite Robb, R.N.

Clara Brown, R.N.
Hazel Wedge, R.N.

Mabel Ostling, R.N.
Jessie Wilson, R.N.
Eugenie LeCourt, R.N.

Hazel

Reilly, R.N.
Zink, R.N.

Leonore

RE-APPOINTMENTS.

Dennehy, R.N.
Gates, R.N.
Allen, R.N.

Dorothy Tarbox, R.N.

Teresa

Ruth A. Lindstrom, R.N.
Muriel Bunnell, R.N.

Mabel
Ruth

Edna Bedient, R.N.

RESIGNATIONS.
Celia Stone, R.N.
Clara Brown, R.N.

Anna

Ekman, R.N.
Rita Lee, R.N.

R.N.

Ada

Minna

Ida

Sue Cavaliere, R.N.
Mary O'Neill, R.N.

Meyrowitz, R.N.
Bruse, R.N.
Mary Tartis, R.N.
Pauline Untersee, R.N.
Clementine Ferraris, R.N.
Helen Bray, R.N.
Amelia Brodeur, R.N.
Leila I. Given, R.N.
Lucett'e Girardot, R.N.

Ruth

Bilfmger,

Allen, R.N.

Mabel

Ostling,

R.N.

Grace Russell, R.N.
Hazel Reilly, R.N.
Mabel

Gates, R.N.

On Oct 1st

through the affiliation with the Yale University
Nursing the faculty of the University School was charged
with the administration of the nursing service in the hospital and
became the administrative nursing staff. A reorganization of the
department was immediately begun, to meet the requirements of
the new school to which students were admitted on February 7,
1924.
In the reorganization of the nursing service adjustments
were made in order that the courses
provided for the University
School might to some extent be made available to the students in
School of

the Connecticut

Training

School.

The curriculum for the pre

paratory students entering October 1st and for the remaining
classes in the school

was

similar basis which is

a

worked out
case

study

as

nearly

method and

two

possible on a
experience. In

as
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working out the courses the trend of thought was towards a shorter
working day in the hospital wards and the elimination of nonnursing duties. By May 1st it was found possible to arrange for
an eight hour instead of a twelve hour
night duty for student
nurses and
during the month of June a similar arrangement became
possible for day duty.
During the whole process of reorganization many changes were
made

and each group of persons concerned

was

called upon to

make many and varied
would be impossible to

adjustments in the hospital wards. It
speak too highly of the co-operation
received, the helpful suggestions given and the quick responses
made to requests by the various groups concerned with the
hospital administration. As superintendent of the hospital, Dr.
Rappleye accorded the new nursing staff a welcome and by advice
and personal interest has helped to bring about and establish a
new thought in nursing within the hospital and
following his
example all members of his staff have made the way less difficult
through their friendly co-operation. Similarly we cannot ade
quately express our deep gratitude for the co-operation received
from the dean and members of the medical staff. We are deeply
indebted to them for co-operation in the wards and for assisting
us in carrying on the teaching connected with the School of
Nursing.
To the Ladies' Board of the Connecticut Training School we
are much indebted for the many efforts they put forth to make the
social life of the student
to them.

Several

nurses more

evening

pleasant and of greater value

and afternoon functions

were

arranged

the year in which the students and graduates participated
and from which they derived much pleasure. The interest of the

during

forwarding the new adjustments was felt by the
stimulating in its reaction.
During the month of June the repairs on the old dormitory
were begun and the entire building is being painted, repaired and
This will add materially to
to some extent will be refurnished.
the comfort of the nurses. It is the plan to house as far as room
will allow the student nurses in the dormitory instead of having
entire board in
staff and

was

them scattered

as at present in the various houses used as nurses'
residences.
When Nathan Smith Hall, the dormitory for the University

School

was

opened, through

the

generosity

of the

university,

the
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students in the senior class in the Connecticut

Training School
given residence there and the pleasure and many opportunities
they have enjoyed through this arrangement cannot be measured
It has been obviously demonstrated, however, in the
in words.
students' reactions to all the new and varied changes and the
spirit they have shown in co-operating with the new organization.
May 24th marked the beginning of the festivities associated
The usual events were participated in.
with Commencement.
The Baccalaureate Sermon was preached on Sunday, May 25th,
in Center Church by Dr. Scoville. On Monday, the Ladies' Board

were

entertained the class at tea and the final exercises

were

held

on

Wednesday, May 28th, at Sprague Memorial Hall at which
Professor Henry W. Farnam presided and Dr. Willard C. Rappleye
Following the exercises, through the generosity
gave the address.
of Professor Farnam, a reception and dance for the graduates and
their friends were given in the hospital.
It would have been extremely difficult to have brought about
the necessary changes and to have carried out the work of the
hospital and at the same time to have provided for the experience
of the student
tion of the

duty

to the

purpose and
even a

nurses

within the wards without the

staff.

From the

officers of the

department

nursing

goal and if

we

graduate

loyal

nurses

there has been

have been able

co-opera

on

general

one common

during this year to make
unity of purpose and

little progress it has been due to this

vision.
We
at all

are

happy

to record the

support and encouragement which

times have been accorded to the

nursing department by all
the associated groups within the hospital and medical school and
their spirit of helpfulness has done much to make this first
year a
pleasant and happy one.

Respectfully submitted,
Effie

J. Taylor,
Superintendent of

Nurses.
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SUMMARY OF EXPENSES AND INCOME.
A.

Total

Income from Patients

Free Work

D.

Free Work met
1. Income from

by Supplementary Income
Endowments, Funds

and Free Beds

§85,838.38
53,573.75
30,000.00

2. Annual Guarantee Fund

3.

$560,363.83
261,669.62
298,694.21
296,417.60

Operating Expenses

B.
C.

Community Chest
University Appropriation
Connecticut Appropria

4. Yale

.

.

.

54,905.53

5. State of
tion

6. Connecticut

37,500.00

Training School,

come

7. Miscellaneous Income
E.

Deficit for year.

In

5,744.41
28,855.53

$2,276.61

53
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II.

OPERATING EXPENSES.

$42,654.89

A. Administration:

$31,712.44
3,936.87
3,783.34
3,222.24

Salaries, officers and clerks
Salaries, telephone operators
Supplies and expenses
Telephone and telegraph
B.

Professional Services:

Nursing

$117,043.33

Service:

Salaries:

Superintendent
Head

and assistants

$ 4,840.00
17,641.99

....

nurses

3,774.90
3,063.01

Student nurses, allowances
Supplies and expenses
Dormitories:

Wages
Repairs

6,656.15
5,606.15
4,521.64
4,501.01

and renewals

Rent

Supplies
Special Nursing:

4,653.42

Salaries
Extra

nursing:

Graduate
Nurse

nurses on

floor duty.

helpers

.

.

.

37,768.79
5,369.17

Orderlies and ward employees:

18,280.30

Wages
Uniforms and

supplies

366.80

2,502.97

Physicians:
Uniforms and expenses

2,502.97
2,601.10

Pharmacy:

2,404.63

Salaries

Supplies

and expenses

196.47

1,062.31

Social Service:
920.00

Salaries

Supplies

and expenses

142.31

GENERAL HOSPITAL SOCIETY.
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$2,690.98

Records:

$2,325.64

Salaries

365.34

Supplies and expenses

12,026.00

X.Ray:
4,187.49
7,838.51

Salaries

Supplies

and expenses

1,222.43

Dental:

1,173.23

Salaries

Supplies
Operating

49.20

and expenses

12,601.48

Room:

2,359.92
5,636.56
3,336.31
1,269.05

Salaries of anaesthetists

Supplies and expenses
Oxygen and gas
Instruments and appliances

1,013.92

Cystoscopy, Electrocardiography,
Radium,

etc:

1,013.92

Supplies
Wards and Private Rooms:

Drugs

44,357.01

and chemicals

Alcohol and

11,410.60
270.00

liquors
appliances

577.88

Instruments and

Repairs
Supplies
Bedding

and renewals

5,655.36
18,852.53
7,590.64

and expenses
and linen

Orthopedic Work Shop:

1,561.26

Salaries

Supplies

1,355.95
and expenses

205.31

Physiotherapy:

2,702.69

Salaries

2,472.16

Supplies and

230.53

expenses

Laboratory:

1,125.00

Salaries

1,125.00

C. General Services.

$144,391.00

Subsistence:
Salaries and wages, kitchen
Salaries and wages, dining rooms..

Supplies

and expenses

Foodstuffs

$17,099.54
.

.

10,055.42
4,998.77
112 237.27
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Laundry:

$19,678.95

Salaries and

Supplies

wages

and expenses

$13,256.67
6,422.28

Stores:

2,997.65

Salaries and wages

Supplies

and expenses

2,950.42
47.23

Housekeeping:

15,261.96

Salaries and wages
Supplies and expenses

13,314.09
1,947.87

Dormitories for help:

Wages
Supplies

4,283.79
1,201.70

and expenses

Heat, light and

3,082.09

62,976.35

power:

Salaries and wages
Supplies and expenses
Coal

8,841.55
29,638.42
24,496.38
30,626.60

Maintenance of real estate and buildings:
Salaries and wages
Supplies and expenses

21,523.09
9,103.51

4,235.26

Transportation:
Salaries and wages
Freight and express

1,434.80
2,800.46
5,232.55

Ambulance:

Salaries and wages
Supplies and expenses

D. General

and

4,011.45
1,221.10
25,513.99

Corporation Expenses:

Damaged goods

112.59

1,561.88

Insurance

668.50

Publicity
Treasurer's and auditor's fees

950.00

Annual report
Legal and miscellaneous

820.06

Interest, radium notes
Interest, first mortgage bonds

605.01

Transfer to

compensation fund

Total operating expenses

32.27

20,403.68
360.00

$560,363.83
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III.

INCOME.
A.

Operating

$261,669.62

Revenue:

Net income from

patients:
Maintenance charges
Special charges
Total

revenue

$205,850.93
95,913.95

before deductions

.

.

301,764.88

Reserve for doubtful accounts and

40,095.26

allowances
B.

Supplementary

85,838.38

Income:

Endowment income from

:

Free beds

16,795.90

Funds available for

hospital

pur

39,624.07
4,482.00

poses

Unrestricted endowment
Winchester Fund

used for tuber

culosis

Compensation

25,351.78
fund

184.63

86,438.38
Less annuities paid

600.00

Annual Guarantee Fund

53,573.75

Community Chest
Yale University Appropriation

30,000.00
54,905.53
37,500.00

State of Connecticut

Connecticut

Appropriation
Training School Income

5,744.41
28,855.53

Miscellaneous Income
Church collections

Donations
Rentals
Closed accounts collected
Earnings of residuary estate

1,454.50
3,739.33
of

Mary E. Scranton
Estate of Rose Porter, annuities
received
All other
Total income

215.35
250.00

23,196.35

$558,087.22
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IV.
FREE BED FUNDS.
Year

Name

1874

The Henry Farnam
The William Fitch
The James E. English

1878

The Ellen M. Gifford

1874

1874

Amount

$5,000.00
5,000.00

1881-83 The
1883

The

1885

The

1886

The

18S6

The

1886

The

Henry Bronson; two beds
Thanksgiving
Henry Hotchkiss Memorial
William O. Armstrong
Mary Webster Southgate Trowbridge Memorial
Dwight Place Society; six months

1888-90 The Dr. Thomas Wells Memorial
1888

The

1888
1890

The Home for the Friendless; six months
The Harmanus M. Welch

1892

The

Mary P. Wade

of

George Thomas

Trinity

Church

Smith Memorial of David

Paige

Smith, M. D
1886-1900 The

Trinity Church
Wyllys Atwater Memorial

1901

The

1901

The Rose Porter Memorial; six months
The Henry B. Harrison

1904
1904
1905

The Mrs. Henry B. Harrison
The Sarah B. Harrison

1905

The New Haven

1905

The

1906

The

1913

The

1914
1915

The Paul Bed; six months
The Bassett Free Beds; two beds

1915

The

Grays
Isaphene Hillhouse; six months
Organized Charities
The Hoadley B. Ives, six months
1908
The John W. Mansfield; six months
1909
The Evelina J. Jones; six months
1911
The Henry Eld Fund in Perpetuity
1911
The Leonard J. Sanford and Anna Cutler Memorial.
1912
1913-18 The Woman's Seamen's Friend Society of Connec
ticut

George

W.

Mallory;

six months

1917

The Edwin S. Bowditch Bed

1918

The Alfred Blakeslee

1920
1920

The Henry Walter Benedict
The Frank Walter Benedict

1920

The Helen and

1920

The Hannah

1921

1921

The Nathan Howell Sanford Memorial Free Bed.
The Julia Sanford Memorial Free Bed

1921

The Harriet Atwater Memorial Free Bed

1923

The Deane Free Bed

Total

5,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
9,712.11
9,712.10
9,712.10
10,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
9,720.00

10,000.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
20,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00

W. L. Benedict

George

5,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
2,500.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
2,500.00
5,000.00

10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00

John T. Manson
Jane Winchester Bennett
.

.

.

12,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
9,258.16
$330,114.47
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V.

INVESTED FUNDS.

June 30th,
$20,000
50,000

Adams

Express Co., coll.

tr.

Alabama Grreat Southern

1924.

$15,000.00

4%, 1948, Reg

Railroad,

cons.

m.

5%,
49,750.00
25,100.00
42,385.00
49,325.00

1943

25,000
50,000
50,000
50,000

Sugar Refining 6%,
American Tel. & Tel., coll. tr.
American Tel. & Tel., coll. tr.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
American

1937

4%, 1929
5%, 1946
Ry., adj.,

m.

4%,

1995

25,000
3,100
25,000
25,000
50,000
10,000
51,000
65,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
26,000
15,000
6,000
10,000
18,000
100,000
15,000
10,000
100,000
50,000
20,000
3,200
50,000
10,000

10,000
10,000
2,000
10,000
25,000

Atlanta & Charlotte Air Line

Brooklyn

Union Gas

Co., 7%,

Co.,

1

m.

5%, 1944

conv., 1932

Canada Southern Railway, cons. m. 5%, 1962.
Carolina-Clinchfield & Ohio Ry., 1 m. 5%, 1938.
.

.

.

Central Pacific Ry., 1st and ref. 4%, 1949
Chicago City Railway, 1 m. 5%, 1927

Chicago Railways, 1 m. 5%, 1927
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul Ry., conv. 4J^%, 1932.
Chicago Junction Rys. & Union Stock Yards,
m. & coll. tr. 5%, 1940
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry., ref. m. 4%,
1934, Registered
City of Victoria, B.C., 4JA%, deb. 1924
Connecticut Power Co., 1 m. 5%, 1956
Connecticut River Co., 1 m. 6%, 1934
Consolidated Railway, 4%, deb., 1956
Consumers Power Co., ref. m. 5%, 1936
Denver Gas & Electric Co., gen. m. 5%, 1949.
Dominion of Canada, 5%, 1952
Edison Electric Illuminating of Brooklyn, 1st cons.
m. 4%, 1939
Elmira Water Light & Railroad, cons. m. 5%, 1956
Fourth Liberty Loan, 4H%, 1933-38
Great Northern, 7%, 1936
Indiana & Michigan Electric Co., 1 m. 5%, 1957.
Interborough Rapid Transit, 10 yr., 6%, 1932
Kansas City Terminal, 1st 4%, 1960
Kings County Electric Light & Power Co., pur.
6%, 1997
Los Angeles Pacific Co., 1st ref. m. 4%, 1950
Los Angeles Railway Corp., ref. m. 5%, 1940.
Maryland Coal Co. of West Virginia, 5%, Income
1941, Registered
Millen & Southwestern R. R., 1 m., 5%, 1955..
Milwaukee Electric Ry. & Lt. Co., gen. m. 5%,
.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

1951

.

.

38,855.00
25,812.50
3,100.00
26,000.00
23,555.00
39,431.25
10,000.00
49,882.50
65,000.00
9,900.00

7,675.00
9,075.00
24,850.00
15,750.00
4,800.00
8,900.00
16,362.00
99,525.00

12,942.50
8,500.00
96,899.33
56,187.50

18^000.00

3,200.00
40,050.00
11,000.00
7,800.00
9,000.00
1,470.00
9,100.00

23,750.00
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15,000

Milwaukee Light, Heat & Traction Co., 1

20,000
15,000
15,000
50,000
75,000

Minneapolis

Light Co., gen. m. 5%, 1930..
Montreal Tramways Co., ref. m. 5%, 1941
Mutual Fuel Gas Co., 1 m. 5f'J, 1947
Now England Tel. & Tel., 1st 5%, 1952
New York, New Haven & Hartford
Railroad,
conv. 6<~f, 194S

15,300

New

m.

5%,

!929
.

New

York,

6%

Gas

Haven

&

Hartford

.

50,000
50,000
15,000
50,000

New York State

10,000
25,000
50,000
5,000

Queens Gas Co., 1 m. 5%, 1934.
Telephone Co., gen. m. 412<c, 1939.
Oregon Short Line ref. 4%, 1929
Pacific Power & Light Co., ref. m. 5%, 1930
Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co., 1 m. coll. tr. 5%, 1937.
Pennsylvania Railroad, gen. m. 5%, 1968
Peoples' Gas Light & Coke, ref. m. 5% 1947, reg.
Portland Gas & Coke, 1st and ref. m. 5%, 1940.
Province of Ontario, h%, 1942
Rio Grande Junction Ry., 1 m. 5%, 1939
Rochester Railway, m. 5%, 1930
St. Clair, Madison & St. Louis Belt R. R., 1 m. 4%,

conv.

..

In default
cons.

New York &

m.

.

.

.

.

.

1951

43,300.00
9,800.00
24,187.50
40,225.00
4,650.00
14,625.00
50,075.00
10,000.00
9,500.00
48,750.00
19,500.00
5,000.00
10,650.00

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, ref. 4%,
1929
Scranton Electric

m.

Seattle Electric

m.

30,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
50,000
15,000
25,000
25,000

Co., ref.
Co., cons.
Southern Bell Tel. & Tel.,

50,000
50,000
40,000
10,000
5,000
10,000

United States

5%, 1937
5%, 1929
1 m. 5%, 1941
Southern California Edison Co., gen. m. 5%, 1939
Southern Pacific Co., conv. 4%, 1929
Southern Power Co., 1 m. 5%, 1930
Southern Railway
St. Louis Division, 4%, 1951.
Union Electric Light & Power, ref. & ext. m. 5%,
—

1933

10,000

15,300.00
55,656.25
49,562.50

43/2%, Series A,
..

New York

Steel, 5%, 1963, s. f
s. f. 5%, 1931
Fuel,
Utah Power & Light Co., 1 m. 5%, 1944
Westchester Lighting Co., 1 m. 5%, 1950
Western Union Tel. Co., real est. m. 4J^%, 1950
Western Union Tel. Co., real est. m. 4J^%, 1950,
registered
Wisconsin, Minn., Lt. & Power, ref. m. 5%, 1944.
Utah

77,940.78

11,325.00

Rys.,

1962

50,000

50^068.75

Railroad

deb., 1948, reg
New York Central Railroad, conv. 6%, 1935.
New York Central Improvement, a'/0, 2013
New York Railways Co., 1st re. & ref. m., 1942,

15,000
50,000
10,000
10,000
50,000
20,000
5,000
15,000

$15,000.00
19,800.00
14,550.00
15,000.00

1st

37,558.75
29,850.00
19,500.00
14,925.00
8,950.00
41,566.25
14,475.00
15,625.00

22,750.00
51,550.17
44,500.00
35,400.00
10,000.00
4,475.00
8,950.00
8,800.00
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Shares
150
60

18
200
218

100
250
200
32

200
144
3
100

2,400

American Exchange National Bank
American Exchange Securities Corp.,
Bank of New York & Trust Co

pfd. Class

Brooklyn Union Gas, no par
Cayuga & Susquehanna Railroad, par $30
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry., pfd. 6%
Connecticut Railway & Lighting Co., pfd
Consolidated Gas Co. of New York, no par
Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway
Eastern Massachusetts St. Ry., 1st pfd, Series A
Edison Electric Illuminating of Boston
...

First National Bank of New York

General Electric

240
105

Interborough Rapid Transit,
Bank, N.

B. A

New Haven

New Haven Gas

100

New Haven Water

107

Oswego & Syracuse Railroad Co., par $50
Pennsylvania Railroad Co., par $50
Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne & Chicago Ry., pfd
Southern New England Telephone Co
Standard Oil of New Jersey, pfd
United Illuminating Co
United States Steel, pfd
Western Electric Co., pfd

100
525
500
500
500
500

Mortgage

.

com

886

605

...

National Park Bank of New York

216

Light Co.,
Co.,

par

par

$32,700.00
6,600.000
6,244.00
12,800.00
13,080.00
7,700.00
18,000.00
12,255.97
50.00

13,804.57
26,322.50
2,925.00
850.000

Securities, no par
Co., Special Stock, par $10

Fifth Avenue Bus

Manhattan Co., Bank of New York, par $50

50

A

$25

$50

26,160.00
18,500.00
1,137.50
15,020.00
38,705.75
34,369.10
8,650.00
10,807.00
34,031.25
15,800.00
62,380.70
56,145.00
84,278.55
60,437.50
54,437.50

Notes:

Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity, Nov. 1, 1910
The Berzelius Trust Association, Feb. 6, 1911.
Jacob Caplan, May 31, 1918
Philip and Elizabeth M. Borst, December 27, 1923
(with Conn. Mfge. & Title Gty., guarantee) due
December 27, 1928
Gaetano Carbone, June 1, 1904
Minotte E. Chatfield, July 16, 1889 (now Julia
Lehman)
Wallace E. Clark, Oct. 11, 1904 (now Herman H.
Haupt)
Rose E. Corcoran Cook, January 17, 1906, (now
Wm. H. Corcoran)
Pietro and Brigida DeFilippi, October 19, 1923
(now with Conn. Mtge. & Title Gty., guarantee)
Philip Freedman, October 1, 1906
Eugene C. Hill, January 15, 1873 (now Frank and
Delina Charbonneau)
..

.

4,000.00
19,500.00

3,000.00

4,500.00
1,300.00
3,000.00
2,500.00
1,800.00
3,800.00
1,000.00

2,500.00
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Theresa Peck Hodges and Vernon H.
May 28, 1910

Joseph

H.

Hughson,

December

13,

Hodges,
$5,000.00

1906

(now

Antonia Scavone)
Carl M. Landeri, July 24, 1923 (now Salvatore
Trotta) (with Conn. Mtge. & Title Gty., guar
antee) due July 24, 1928 (two notes)
Marks and Dora Levy, July 16, 1891, for $1,300

1,500.00

8,000.00

and November

6, 1985 for $200 (now Guisseppina D'Arnone)
Mollner, May 15th, 1923, due May 15,
1928 (with Conn. Mtge. & Title Gty., guarantee)
Robert H. Nesbit, dated Apr. 3, 1913, for $7,500.
January 27, 1916, for $1,500 and April 26, 1924,
for $4,800
Joseph J. Nett, July 1, 1896
Magdalena Nordman, September 15, 1923, due
September 15, 1928 (with Conn. Mtge. & Title
Gty. guarantee)
Jacob Olsen, July 24, 1923, due July 24, 1926 (with
Conn. Mtge. & Title Gty., guarantee) (now
Jacob and Bertha B. Zoller)
Laura M. Pannone, June 28, 1923, due June 28,
1926 (with Conn. Mtge. & Title Gty., guarantee)
Harry Perlman and Abraham Molstein, July 20,

1,500.00

Albert M.

1908
The Rattan

Manufacturing Co., Apr. 1, 1914
Strong, October 20, 1923 due October
20, 1928 (with Conn. Mtge. & Title Gty.,
guarantee)
A. Podoloff, August 30, 1920, for $2,318.95, April
30, 1924 for $2,249.01

6,500.00

13,800.00
1,500.00

4,500.00

8,000.00
9,500.00
3,100.00
10,000.00

William S.

Note,

Receipt for Certificate of Deposit for $20,000 InterboroughMetropolitan Railroad, 4H% bonds
Certificate of Deposit for $25,000.
Maryland, Virginia &
Delaware Railway Co., 1 m. 5%, 1955
Certificate of Deposit for $10,000.
Second Avenue Railroad
6% Receivers Certificates Columbia Trust Co., ctf. No.
182, in default
Certificate of Deposit.

senting $20,000.
1948, in default

Subscription to
50% paid
Total

4,800.00

4,567.96

1.00

23,000.00

10,000.00

Guaranty

Trust

Co., No. R5,

Second Avenue Railroad

50 shares United

con.

repre
m.

5%
5,000.00

Illuminating Co.,

new

stock,
2,500.00

$2,785,134.38
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VI
SPECIAL FUNDS.

June 30,

1924.

Lucy H. Boardman Fund, $64,494.87, for the erection and maintenance
The income from this fund,
of a new central administration building.
$3,337, was transferred to the general income account and applied to
the expense of maintaining the administration building and for the
work carried

on

therein.

The income from this fund, $258.22,
general income account and applied to the
purchase of orthopedic and prosthetic apparatus.
Compensation Fund, $3,467.61. The principal of this fund was increased

Francis Bacon
was

Fund, $4,986.74.

transferred to the

$342.30, details

of which

are

noted below:

$166.93

Income from investment of funds

360.00

Amount transferred from current funds

$526.93

Less,

maintenance and

special charges

for

patients assignable
184.63

to this fund

$342.30
principal of fund
The income from this fund, $13.47,
Frederick L. Dibble Fund, $248.34.
was transferred to the general income account and applied toward the
purchase of medical books and journals.
Annie R. Winchester Dye Fund, $16,705.42. The income from this fund,
$864.30, was transferred to the general income account and applied
against the general expenses of the hospital.
James E. English Fund, $25,724.93. The income from this fund, $1,331.16,
was transferred to the general income account and
applied toward the
support of patients assignable to this fund.
Emily M. Fitch Fund, $136,939.13, for the erection of a ward for children
to be known as the William Fitch Ward.
The income of $6,838.86
was added to the principal of the fund.
Edwin Foote Memorial Bequest for the endowment of free beds in perpe
tuity, $151,711.11. The income from this fund, $7,849.91, was trans
ferred to the general income account and applied toward the support
of patients assignable to this fund.
Ellsworth I. Foote Fund, $1,329.11. The income from this fund, $68.95,
was transferred to the general income account and
applied against the
expenses of the Social Service Department.
Free Bed Funds, aggregating $328,536.23.
The principal of this fund
was increased by $9,258.16 received from the executors under the will
Amount added to

of Sarah M.

Deane to establish the "Deane Free Bed."
The total
income from these funds, $16,795.90, was transferred to the general
income account and applied toward the support of patients on free beds,
Ellen M. Gifford Fund, $50,632.
The income from this fund, $2,619.75.
was transferred to the
general income account and applied toward the

support of patients assignable

to this

fund.
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Ellen M. Gifford's Executors'
Fund, $244,771.96.

The income from this

fund, $12,665.35, was transferred to the general income account and
applied toward the support of patients assignable to this fund.
Justus S. Hotchkiss Fund, $49,761.27. The income from this fund,
S2,5(4.S8, was transferred to the general income account and applied
toward the support of

patients assignable

to this fund.

Samuel E. Merwin Fund, $698.34.

The income from this fund, $36.40,
transferred to the general income account and applied against the
grounds expense of the hospital.
was

Philip Marett Fund, S154,704.14, for the support of free beds for poor
patients, preferably those incurably affected. The income from this
fund, $S,004.6S, was transferred to the general income account and
applied

toward the support of

patients assignable

to this fund.

Unrestricted Endowment Fund, SS7,588.86. The principal of this fund
was increased S3, 000,
representing an additional amount received from
executors under will of Mary E. Scranton.
The income from this fund,
S4.4S2, was transferred to the general income account.
Sarah L.

Winchester Fund, $438,397.86.
principal of the fund.

The income of

$21,890,

was

added to the

Sarah L. Winchester

Legacy

under will

This fund

Fund, $8,753.65.

was

established toward the close of the fiscal period and the income there
from, S46.32, was added to the principal.
William Wirt Winchester Fund, $1,059,505.75, for the erection and
maintenance of the William Wirt Winchester Memorial

Hospital

for

Of the above amount, $6,725 has not been paid into
the restricted bank account.
The following statement shows details

Tuberculosis.

affecting this fund during
Balance, July 1, 1923

the fiscal

period ended June 30, 1924:
$968,946.17

RECEIPTS.

$51,463.97

Income from investment of funds
Income from rental of William Wirt Win
chester Memorial

80,700.00

Hospital

$132,163.97
DISBURSEMENTS.

Expended

for account of

patients assigned

Maintenance

to this fund

:

$24,659.87
995.26

Special charges

Salaries and wages
Supplies and expenses

$25,655.13
8,115.83
7,833.43
41,604.39

Amount added to

principal

of fund

90,559.58

$1,059,505.75
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For

care

of sick

nurses

fund, $5,000.

This fund

was

created during the

past year from contributions of A. FoUette and A. G. Jennings, $2,500
respectively, and the income, $113.01, was used in accordance with
the intent of the fund.

SUMMARY.
Total income from investment of funds for year
ended June 30, 1924

Compensation
revenue

Fund,

income

from

$141,421.06

hospital
360.00

credited to this fund

Income from rental of William Wirt Winchester

Memorial

80,700.00

Hospital

$222,481.06

Total income
Deduct:
for

Maintenance and

special charges
patients applied direct against in
come from Compensation Fund.
from

income

William

$184.63

Wirt

Winchester Fund

25,655.13

$25,839.76
Amount

applied against

Charges

to

for

account of

nurse

.

.

.

113.01

William Wirt Winchester Fund

salaries,

wages and

15,949.26

supplies

41,902.03
Net income from funds
Amount transferred to the
Income added to

general income

account

principal of funds

119,677.06
25,965.49

Received from bequests, endowments, etc
Total amount added to

principal

of

$180,579.03
60,901.97

special funds

$145,642.55
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VII

BALANCE SHEET, June 30, 1924.

Capital

Assets:

Investment of funds
Restricted Principal Cash on Special Deposit
with Treasurer, Union & New Haven
Trust Co
Fund incomes accruing to principal, not yet
paid into restricted bank account (per
contra

$2,785,073.38
42,158.94

6,725.00

below)

$2,833,957.32
246,788.88
902,329.55
226,967.49

Land

Buildings
Equipment

1,376,085.92
William Wirt Winchester Memorial
Land

Hospital:
$231,459.70
656,057.12
98,296.02

Buildings
Equipment

985,812.84
construction, including Private Pavil
ion, new equipment and power installa
tion, etc
New Haven Hospital Building Fund, cash
New

$540,972.10
1,847.90

.

542,820.00

Brady

Memorial

Laboratory (per contra)
Current and

.

$5,738,676.08
137,222.56

.

Working

Cash in bank
Petty cash fund

Assets:

$22,971.97
1,010.00

23,981.97
Patients' accounts receivable:
Current, Main Hospital
Private Pavilion.
.

Less Reserve

.

$30,412.43
7,917.72
$38,330.15
20,300.51
18,029.64

New Haven Dispensary
Other accounts receivable
Inventories:
Supplies, net of reserve

$888.67
Radium, at

881.48

7,795.42

$19,562.80
cost

11,104.60
30,667.40

Unexpired insurance

81,355.91
2,807.48
84,163.39

$5,960,062.03
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VIII

Capital Liabilities and Funds:
First mortgage 5 per cent, bonds, due 1944
$1,000,000.00
Subscribed, not paid for
$202,000.00
Unsubscribed
267,000.00
.

...

.

.

469,000.00

$531,000.00
Donations for

furnishings

for Private Pavilion

11,820.00

$542,820.00
Special Funds:
Lucy H. Boardman

$64,494.87
4,986.74
3,467.61

Francis Bacon

Compensation
Frederick L. Dibble
Annie R. Winchester

248.34

16,705.42
25,724.93
136,939.13
151,711.11
1,329.11
328,536.23
50,632.00
244,771.96
49,761.27

Dye

James K. English
Emily M. Fitch
Edwin Foote Memorial
Ellsworth I. Foote
Free Beds
Ellen M. Gifford
Ellen M. Gifford's Executors
Justus S. Hotchkiss
Samuel E. Merwin
Philip Marett
Unrestricted Endowment
Sarah L. Winchester
Sarah L. Winchester Legacy under Will.
William Wirt Winchester
For care of sick nurses

698.34

154,704.14
87,588.86
438,397.86
8,753.65
1,059,505.75
5,000.00

2,833,957.32

Capital

account:

Invested in land, buildings and equipment
Invested in additional construction, do
nated by Yale University
Invested in William Wirt Winchester
Memorial Hospital

1,175,324.50
200,761.42
985,812.84

2,361,898.76
5,738,676.08
Brady

Memorial

payment

at

Laboratory (contingent
appraised valuation)

liability

for

137,222.56

Current Liabilities and General Funds:
Demand notes payable (Yale University).
$9,418.60
Accounts payable
17,909.32
Accrued interest on first mortgage bonds
issued
6,637.50
.

33,965.42
6,725.00

Fund income due principal (as per contra above)
Current balance (excess of current assets
current liabilities) :
Balance, July 1, 1923

over

Deduct:
Stores adjustment for ob
solete stock, etc
Expended for new equip

ment, etc
Deficit

for
year
1924

$50,774.25
$2,585.11
2,439.56

ended

June 30,

2,276.61
7 9m

Balance, June 30, 1924

.

98

43,472.97

$5,960,062.03
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